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PREAMBLE

The study of individual differences in cognitive functioning dates back almost to the beginning of the modern psychology (e.g., Cattell, 1890; Cattell & Farrand, 1896). Intelligence testing in the service of education has been a hallmark of differential psychology since the earliest development of the Binet-Simon (1905) scales, and the English translations and adaptations by Goddard (1908), Kuhlman (1912, 1922), Terman (1916), and others. In the decades that followed these early efforts, thousands of studies have been reported on many different aspects of intellectual abilities and achievements. For example, Wright (1968) documented 6,736 articles and books concerning human intelligence. A quick survey (using PsychInfo) indicates there has been no slowing of research in this field; from 1969 to 2004, there were 56,036 articles, chapters, and books that at least mentioned “human intelligence” and another 4,567 dissertations, though there is certainly some overlap between these sets. Given this enormous literature, it is impossible to provide a comprehensive review, even if the search is limited to investigations with direct implications for educational psychology.

Thankfully, there have been several recent reviews of the field. Most notable is Carroll’s (1993) reanalysis and integration of more than 400 factor-analytic studies of cognitive abilities. In addition, in the first edition of this series, Gustafsson and Undheim (1996) provided a remarkably thorough and thoughtful review of the central issues of individual differences in abilities, with special attention to educational implications and applications. More recently, Lubinski (2000) reviewed the incremental validity of ability, interest, and personality variables in the prediction of intellectual development, vocational adjustment, work performance, and other life outcomes. Jensen (1998) provided a summary of research on g. And McGrew and Evans (2004) summarized revisions and extensions to the Cattell-Horn-Carroll theory since the publication of Carroll’s (1993) book.

Because the study of human abilities is a comparatively mature field, there is no need to reiterate the points made repeatedly in each of these reviews. Instead, our goal for this chapter is to provide an overview of a few salient areas that have evidenced either a marked increase in research activity or new substantive discussion over the past decade. For example, although cognitive psychology continues to affect in useful ways our understanding of ability constructs, most of the research in the past decade that bears this influence has focused on relationships between constructs (such as relationships among working memory, knowledge, and reasoning) rather than...
tum I contains more than 70 primary or narrow cog-
three-stratum theory with the Gf-Gc theories of Cat-
nitive abilities. The theory integrates Carroll’s (1993)
abilities is the best validated model of human cog-
stratum II. Stratum I contains five primary factors: Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Comprehension (Gc), Long-term Retrieval (Grl), Processing Speed (Gs), and Auditory Processing (Ga). Stratum III contains three primary factors: Short-term Memory (Gsm), Visual Processing (Gv), and Auditory Processing (Ga).

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THEORIES OF COGNITIVE ABILITIES

A Brief Synopsis of the Cattell–Horn–Carroll (CHC) Theory

Of the many recurring misconceptions about human abil-
ities, one of the most harmful for educational researchers is the belief that they can adequately represent ability in their research by some measure of g. This belief is abetted in part by the fact that g is the single best predictor of many important educational and social criteria, especially those that are also averages over diverse per-
formance. However, more specific criteria (e.g., grades in a particular class rather than GPA) are better predicted when ability constructs other than g are added to the mix (Gustafsson & Balke, 1993; Wittmann & Süß, 1999). Indeed, as behavior becomes more specific and contextualized, measures of more specific knowledge, skills, and abilities become more useful for prediction and explanation. Educational researchers who include ability constructs in their studies need to represent abilities of different levels of breadth or generality. But to do this well requires knowledge of the abilities at different levels in the ability hierarchy and of the tests that can be used to estimate each. Therefore, we briefly summarize the key features of the major contemporary model of human abilities.

The Cattell–Horn–Carroll (CHC) theory of cognitive abilities is the best validated model of human cog-
nitive abilities (e.g., memory span, mechanical knowl-
edge, closure speed, phonetic coding, associative mem-
ory, reading speed, speed of articulation). These are the most psychologically transparent abilities. Many are critical aptitudes for success in particular educational tasks (e.g., phonetic coding abilities for early read-
ing). Stratum II consists of nine broad group factors: Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc), Short-term Memory (Gsm), Visual Processing (Gv), Auditory Processing (Ga), Long-term Retrieval (Grl), Processing Speed (Gs), Decision/Reaction Time Speed (Gt), Reading and Writing (Grw), and Quantitative Knowledge (Gq). Finally, general ability or g sits alone at stratum III.

Recent Developments in CHC Theory

Five of the general factors in the model have been studied extensively in recent years. We briefly note some of these efforts.

Visual Processing (Gv). There has been a resurgence of interest in the utility of Gv abilities for the prediction of educational and occupational choice. For example, Shea, Lubinski, and Benbow (2001) found that spatial abilities measured in early adolescence contributed importantly to the prediction of subsequent educational and voca-
tional preferences of academically gifted students, even after verbal and mathematic abilities had been entered in the regression models. Others have continued to explore the extent to which different spatial primary factors re-
quire different cognitive processes, particularly factors that differ in the apparent complexity of processing re-
quired (Jahel, 1991) or the involvement of executive pro-
cesses in working memory (Miyake, Friedman, Bettiger, Shah, & Hegarty, 2001).

Auditory Processing (Ga). Contrary to earlier asser-
tions by some reading researchers that phonetic cod-
ing (or phonemic awareness) involved two distinct abili-
ties, several investigations now show that phonetic cod-
ing is a unidimensional construct (e.g., Wagner et al., 1997). Other researchers have explored relationships between phonological awareness, music perception, and early reading (Anvari, Trainor, Woodside, & Levy, 2002).
Although researchers mental speed (Gs, Gt, and Gps).

Several studies (some of which we review below) show convincingly that Gc is not to be equated with general (domain) knowledge (Gkn) (Rollhus & Ackerman, 1999). Gc is typically assumed to estimate general (verbal) cultural knowledge, whereas Gkn represents the breadth and depth of knowledge in particular domains. Many erroneously assume that the sorts of general achievement surveys (e.g., NAEP) or tests (e.g., TTEA) administered to all students sample both kinds of educational outcomes. However, most of these tests sample little domain knowledge. (In fact, tests commonly used to define factors that are labeled Gc often would load substantially on Gkw.) In part, this is because students in different schools often do not study the same content or study it in different grades. However, most measures of educational achievement sample only a small part of students’ domain knowledge, even in domains that all students study.

Mental Speed (Gs, Gt, and Gps). Although researchers sometimes speak of mental speed as if it were a single construct, research shows that measures of mental (and psychomotor) speed form a complex hierarchy of their own (Stankov, 2000). For example, studies by Ackerman, Beier, and Boyle (2002), O’Connor and Burns (2003), and others suggest that broad cognitive speed (Gs) may be divided into Perceptual Speed (P) and Rate of Test Taking (R9). The P factor can be further differentiated by into at least four primary factors (such as Pattern Recognition; see Ackerman & Giancoli, 2000). Similarly, the R9 factor subsumes several primaries (such as Speed of Reasoning).

Studies by Roberts and Stankov (1999) and their colleagues show that the broad decision speed factor (Gd) subsumes intermediate level Reaction Time and Movement Time factors, which in turn subsume several primary factors such as Simple Reaction Time (R1) and Choice Reaction Time (R2).

Finally, Broad Psychomotor Speed (Gps) subsumes at least four primary factors (including Speed of Writing [WS]). Strength and accuracy of psychomotor skills are subsumed under a separate broad group factor (Broad Psychomotor Ability [Gp]).

Extensions of CHC Theory (Gh, Gk, & Go). Primarily through the work of Stankov, Roberts, and their collaborators, CHC theory has been extended to include tactile and kinesthetic factors. Although spatial visualization accounts for much of the variance on complex tactile and kinesthetic tasks, separate Tactile (Ts) and Kinesthetic (KS) elements have been identified. On the basis of several such studies, Stankov (2000) suggests that broad kinesthetic (Gk), tactile (Gt), and olfactory (Go) factors should be added to CHC theory.

Summary and Reflections on CHC Theory

In summary, the hierarchical model that Carroll (1993) proposed has been elaborated and extended several important ways in the past decade. Probably the most important message for most educational researchers in this work is that understanding how abilities moderate success in learning requires multiple measures that are chosen to represent each of multiple abilities at multiple levels in hierarchy. Deciding which abilities to measure requires knowledge of prior research, but also of the demands and affordances of the learning tasks for the study’s participants. On the one hand, one need not represent the whole of the hierarchy to do his well. On the other hand, a single measure of g (or of some more specific ability) will not allow one to understand much about the unique demands of the task, or of the ways in which those demands may change systematically across individuals or over time.

Researchers who accept a hierarchical model continue to debate the magnitude of influence of g on the range of human intellectual abilities and even whether it is a psychologically meaningful construct. For example, Vernon (1950) estimated that g accounts for anywhere between 20 and 40 percent of the total ability variance in most test batteries. Others have argued for greater or lesser role for g, depending on both their theoretical orientation and the nature of the empirical samples under investigation (e.g., in an unselected sample, g tends to account for a greater degree of variance than in a sample with restricted range of talent, such as a sample of college students). Some theorists (e.g., Horn & Noll, 1997) question whether g is psychologically meaningful. Instead, these researchers emphasize ability factors at the primary or broad-group level (Strata III and II, respectively, in Carroll’s 1993 model). For other researchers who accept g, the critical issue is the relative emphasis that is placed on ability factors at different levels in a hierarchical model.
A hierarchical model gives precedence to the general factor. This is not an inherent property of the model so much as the application of the principle of parsimony to interpretations of the model. Parsimonious interpretation means that one does not attribute variation to lower order factors that can be can be “explained” by the general factor. What is left over is divided among broad group factors. Once these have had their say, then the primaries are admitted. Those interested in understanding what abilities might be have always been troubled by this. The primary factors at the base of the hierarchy are invariably psychologically more transparent than higher order factors. In fact, psychological clarity decreases as one moves up the hierarchy. There is far greater agreement on what phonemic awareness might be than what verbal ability might be; greater agreement on what verbal ability might be than on general crystallized ability (Gc); and there is least agreement on what g might be. A hierarchical model thus gives parsimony precedence over psychological clarity.

On the criterion side of the equation, a similar precedence for parsimony over educational clarity is shown when educational performance is assessed with GPA or other aggregate measures. When high levels of aggregation are adopted for both ability predictors and educational criteria, there is substantial Brunswik Symmetry (Wittmann & Suß, 1999), and a substantial degree of predictive validity for general ability measures (see, e.g., Gustafsson & Bäule, 1993).

Other, Non-CHC Theories of Abilities

In their 1996 chapter, Gustafsson and Undheim briefly reviewed two theoretical approaches that have continued to attract considerable attention from educational practitioners. These are the frameworks proposed by Gardner (1983) and Sternberg (1985), respectively. Next we provide an update on the status of these approaches to intelligence.

Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences

Gardner introduced the theory of theory of multiple intelligences in a popular book in the early 1980s. The theory postulated seven different intelligences: logical-mathematical, linguistic, spatial, musical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal (Gardner, 1983). Since then, naturalist, spiritualist, and existential intelligences have also been proposed by Gardner (1993, 1999), although only the naturalist intelligence has survived (Gardner, 2003). In their chapter Gustafsson and Undheim (1996) pointed out that several of these intelligences are well accounted for by traditional ability constructs. For example, some abilities proposed and investigated by Carrell and Horn (e.g., Horn, 1965, 1989) map reasonably well to some intelligences proposed by Gardner. Linguistic intelligence is essentially Gc; logical-mathematical intelligence maps to Gf/Gq; and spatial intelligence maps to Gv. There have also been measures developed for assessing musical abilities (e.g., Seashore, 1919, Vispoel, 1999), but the remaining abilities have eluded standardized assessment. For example, many attempts to assess social intelligence have resulted in relatively little in the way of measures that show discriminant validity with other more traditional intelligence measures (see Schneider, Ackerman, & Kanfer, 1996, for a review).

Publications in recent years have focused on many different criticisms of Gardner’s theory (e.g., Brody, 1992; Klein, 1997; Lohman, 2001; Lubinski & Benbow, 1995; Messick, 1992; Willingham, 2004). These criticisms are far ranging. Some concern the implications of the theory for school curricula, others focus on the theory itself and the extent to which it has been tested empirically. Here, we limit our discussion of Gardner’s theory to issues about individual differences in cognitive functioning. With respect to the traditional approaches to intellectual abilities, Gardner makes several key claims, as follows:

1. Intelligence is plural, not singular.
2. Individuals differ in their profiles of intelligences or abilities.
3. Intellectual assessment should not be limited to paper-and-pencil tests, but should include “more humane methods—ranging from self-assessment to the examination of portfolios of student work” (Gardner, 1999, p. 73).
4. “Intelligence should not be expanded to include personality, motivation, will, attention, character, creativity, and other important and significant human capabilities” (Gardner, 1999, p. 74).

There is little scientific objection to some of Gardner’s objections to traditional conceptions of intelligence, but much disagreement about the alternatives he has proposed. In this context, we briefly review each of these points.

Intelligence Is Plural. This claim can be strident or prosaic. In the strident version, Gardner (1995) says that g is a methodological consequence of using short-answer, multiple-choice, paper-and-pencil tests of the sorts of linguistic and logical intelligence that are at best useful for predicting success in the narrow domain of conventionally structural schools (Gardner, 1993, p. 89). Needless to say, this view is not warmly received by those who...
study human abilities. The less controversial, even prosaic version of the claim is that intelligence is more than g. This allows something like g to exist, but emphasizes the importance of broad group factors. This claim is quite uncontroversial. Indeed, even the most ardent supporters of g do not claim that intelligence is wholly made up of a single general intellectual ability (see, e.g., Jensen, 1998). Carroll’s (1993) comprehensive review of human cognitive abilities lists dozens of different abilities and has generated very little controversy in the field.

**Individuals Differ in Their Profiles of Abilities.** Again, there is little debate on this topic. Reporting of individual profiles of abilities has been a major component of ability testing in the schools and for vocational purposes for nearly as long as there has been large-scale testing (e.g., E. L. Thorndike’s CAVD test, see Thorndike, Bregman, Cobb, & Woodward, 1927, Thurstone & Thurstone’s PMA test, see Thurstone, 1957). Ability profile reporting is so ubiquitous that nearly every schoolchild and parent in the United States is familiar with seeing a bar graph of multiple abilities in annual assessments. However, the use of ability profiles to describe an individual’s strengths and weaknesses requires qualification, as noted by Cronbach (1960). For most multiscore tests, the several scores are often significantly correlated with one another. Because the reliability of difference scores is typically quite low when the scores are themselves substantially correlated, differences between two scores for an individual must be relatively large before it can be concluded that two scores differ dependably. In many educational contexts, confidence intervals that more nearly equate the probabilities of Type I and Type II errors are probably preferred over the more conservative intervals that control only for Type I errors (see Feldt, 1967).

From the perspective of a hierarchical model, however, the issue is not only whether individuals differ in their profiles of abilities but whether an estimate of g (something like the overall height of the profile) also conveys useful information. Clearly, the g score is most informative when the individual scores from which it is estimated do not differ significantly and least informative when they differ markedly. Indeed, if there considerable scatter among the scores, then a weighted average that estimates g may mislead. Importantly, even when correlations among tests are substantial and evidence for g is

---

**Intellectual Assessment Should Not Be Limited to Paper-and-Pencil Tests.** Again, there is little argument with this proposition. In fact, Binet’s method of intelligence assessment (and the modern instantiations such as the Stanford-Binet and Wechsler tests) did not involve the use of paper and pencils by the examinee. Numerous examples of “performance” tests of intelligence can be found in the traditional literature (e.g., Goodenough’s [1926] draw-a-person test). In addition, self-assessments of abilities tend to be relatively reasonably correlated with objective measures of intelligence (e.g., see Ackerman, Beier, & Bowen, 2002; also see Baird, 1969). However, self-assessments cannot be used effectively in applied situations, when the goals of the individual being assessed are not closely aligned with the organization’s goals, for the simple reason that the individual may be motivated to give spurious responses to the questions, in order to attain his/her goals. For example, as partly evidenced by SAT prep course enrollments, many college applicants are more interested in being admitted to the college/university of their choice than they are in matching the demands of the school curriculum to their abilities. Thus, one can reasonably expect that self-assessments of abilities in a college selection context will be highly inflated by all but the most honest or the most gullible of candidates.

Gardner (1999, 2003) suggests using portfolios and other nonstandardized procedures for intellectual assessment. Portfolios and other types of performance assessment are commonly used in the measurement of
educational attainment. Portfolios are often used when it is impractical to expect a student to produce a product within a limited time (such as in art), when the goal is to assemble a collection of the student’s best work, or to document growth in the performance of particular tasks (e.g., writing of essays) (Nítko, 2001). However, portfo-
lios are difficult to score reliably (Koertz, Stecher, Klein, & McCaffrey, 1994) and, like other performance assess-
ments, may advantage students whose parents and teach-
ers have the time and expertise to help them develop and refine their work. Further, although virtually all mea-
surement people see value in assessments that mimic the criterion behavior (Lindequist, 1951), few would agree that standardized assessments should be abandoned al-
together! Further, the assertion that performance assess-
ments are “more humane” assumes that traditional assess-
ments are inhumane. The claim that little children are distressed by tests, although commonly made and sup-
ported by anecdote in the popular press, actually has lit-	tle empirical support. For example, in one study, Frisbie
and Andrews (1990) observed the test-taking behavior of more than 600 kindergarten children in 17 schools as they took Level 5 of the ITPs. Although they note that adminis-
tering a test requires more planning and care with young children than with older children, most of the kinder-
garten children in their study encountered no problems in taking the test. In fact, young children commonly en-
joy taking these sorts of tests. What is not warrant ed is high-stakes decisions about children on the basis of a low test score, especially when the test is administered in a high-stakes decisions about children on the basis of a low test score. Although portfolios often aim to collect a document growth in the performance of particular tasks

...
Far from standing in stark contrast with Gardner’s major arguments, the preceding discussion illustrates that there is value in what he has suggested regarding the construct and measurement of intelligence. However, it would be erroneous to say that his arguments represent something new in the field of intelligence. All of these issues have been well represented in prior theoretical developments and empirical work and are present in many modern theories of intellectual abilities and several existing assessment instruments. Nonetheless, the science of intelligence research parts ways with Gardner in two ways.

First, we do not think it useful to overly restrict the construct of intelligence. Perhaps this is easier to see if one considers estimating individuals’ readiness to learn or perform in a particular situation (i.e., their aptitude) rather than their intelligence. Readiness to learn algebra, for example, clearly has affective and conative components as well as cognitive components. Artificially separating the information processing from the affective and conative components of cognition (e.g., interest, motivation, anxiety) underrepresents the construct of readiness. Indeed, one of the main implications of recent research on individual differences is that understanding the joint action of constellation traits or aptitudes can significantly enhance the ability to predict and, at times, to alter outcomes for individuals (Ackerman, 2003; Corno et al., 2002; Snow, 1978).

Second, given that the foundation of science of psychology is empirical observation, until such time as there are reliable and valid measures of a construct, there must be a high level of skepticism regarding the existence of the construct. The Interpersonal, Intrapersonal, Naturalist, Spiritual, and Existential intelligences proposed by Gardner simply do not meet this criterion, and such cannot yet be considered scientific constructs, from either verificationist (Carnap, 1987) or falsificationist (Popper, 1963) perspectives. In the final analysis, Gardner may have legitimate doubts about the feasibility of paper-and-pencil testing procedures to provide adequate measures of these proposed intelligences, but these doubts do not invalidate E. L. Thorndike’s dictum that “Whatever exists at all, exists in some amount. To know it thoroughly involves knowing its quantity as well as its quality” (quoted in Jonchic, 1960). Without means for measurement, the constructs are not well suited for scientific discussion.

Third, Gardner’s model of parallel abilities (or “intelligence”) falls short not simply because it fails to acknowledge or explain why abilities are correlated, but because it cannot explain why the observed correlational structure implies a hierarchy (Lohman, 2001). In other words, the theory does not explain why some intelligences are more intelligent than others. As Gustafson (1988) has argued, g overlaps substantially with Gf, which in turn is virtually synonymous with the primary factor called Inductive Reasoning (IR). Although some g-theorists eschew efforts to explain psychological basis of g (Jensen, 1998), it is clear that a substantial portion of the variation in g can be attributed to individual differences in reasoning, particularly inductive reasoning. Further, as several researchers have now shown, a significant fraction of the variation in reasoning abilities is shared with measures of working memory (see later discussion). However, Gardner’s extreme modular view of cognition dismisses the notion of a common working memory. Thus, one of the chief complaints cognitive psychologists have leveled against Gardner’s theory (i.e., its rejection of working memory) turns out to be the basis of the differential psychologists’ complaint as well (i.e., the rejection of g) (Lohman, 2001). An extreme modular view of either working memory or ability fails to explain the empirical observations in either domain.

Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory of Intelligence

Sternberg (1985) introduced his triarchic theory as an attempt to expand the conceptualization of intelligence beyond the traditional construct. He argues that first part of his framework, analytic (or academic) intelligence, represents the essence of the traditional view of intelligence. However, the other two parts of the framework, creative intelligence and practical intelligence, purport to go beyond the traditional conceptualization. Creative intelligence is said to be required when responding intelligently to a relatively novel task or situation. In Sternberg’s (1995; 2004) yet unpublished test battery, the Sternberg Triarchic Abilities Test (STAT), creative intelligence is assessed through novel analogies, number problems with fictitious operations, and figure series items that require transformations. Practical intelligence is proposed to represent adaptation to, shaping of, and selection of real-world environments. In the STAT, practical intelligence is assessed by tests made up of “everyday reasoning,” “everyday math,” and “route planning” items. As operationalized on the STAT, both creative and practical intelligence appear to differ in degree rather than in kind from abilities measured by the analytic scale, and to overlap considerably with abilities measured in non-Gf branches of the hierarchical model.

The most recent version of STAT contains 45 multiple-choice items (nine scales of five items each). Each five item scale is defined by the application of a particular “intelligence” (analytic, creative, or practical) to a particular content (verbal, numerical, or figurative). A recent, as yet unpublished study that uses scale contains additional
details (Stemberg & the Rainbow Project Collaborators, 2004). In the reported study, scores were averaged across the content facet for all three intelligences. (The content distinction was tenable only for the analytic scale.) Total score on STAT creative scale added to the prediction of undergraduate GPA after SAT scores and high school GPA were entered in the regression model. STAT analytic and practical did not. For an extensive discussion of the validation of the first edition of the STAT is provided by Brody (2003a, 2003b, though see Stemberg, 2003, for a response to Brody’s criticisms.)

Although we can report only modest progress in the validation of the Sternberg triarchic theory since the review provided by Gustafsson and Undheim (1996), perhaps it is as yet too early to be able to provide a critical assessment of the utility of the theory for expanding the conceptualization of intelligence to the domains of practical and creative intelligence. For example, the finding that STAT Creative (and other performance measures of creativity in Stemberg et al., 2004) predicted college GPA awaits interpretation, especially a disentangling of confounds with conventional measures of verbal reasoning, verbal fluency, and writing abilities. As noted by McNemar (1965), developing a valid measure of creativity has been a difficult task for psychometric researchers over the past century, and perhaps it will yet be another decade before significant progress is made on this front by Stemberg and his colleagues. It should be mentioned, especially in contrast to Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences, that Sternberg agrees that testing his theory requires the development of defensible ways to measure the constructs he has proposed, and establishing their similarities and differences with measures of other constructs (though see Messick, 1992, for a contrasting view).

DEVELOPMENTS THAT FOCUS ON KNOWLEDGE

Intelligence, Learning, and Knowledge

Early theorists and modern researchers generally subscribe to the proposition that individual differences in intelligence correlate strongly with individual differences in learning (e.g., see Buxenkins, 1921). Indeed, the major success of the Binet-Simon scales and subsequent omnibus tests of intelligence is based on the high predictive validity for academic success of children and adolescents. As noted in the earlier review of individual differences in cognitive functioning (Gustafsson & Undheim, 1996), several decades of controversy have revolved around establishing the relationship between intellectual abilities and individual differences in learning, especially when specific learning tasks are considered (in contrast to overall academic achievement). Investigations of individual differences in learning generally find relatively small predictive validities for intellectual abilities measures, suggesting to some researchers that the relationship between intelligence and learning may be markedly overstated (e.g., see Ackerman, 2000b; Lohman, 1999, for reviews).

A critical issue in these studies is the distinction between the measurement of learning as gain or as accumulated competence (i.e., final status). Gain and final status scores show similar correlations with other variables only if the variance of individual differences in initial status is small (and thus overshadowed by the variability in final status) or is uncorrelated with final status. In most educational contexts, initial differences in performance both are substantial and are correlated with final status. In such circumstances, learning as measured by gain is unreliable and typically shows small correlations with other variables. However, if the variability in performance increases with practice, then gain scores can not only be much more reliable, but show substantial correlations with other variables as well (Lohman, 1999).

However, even when learning is measured by final status, correlations with measures of ability are often small. An approach that offers resolution to this issue is the principle of Brunswik Symmetry (see Wittmann & St¨u, 1999). The basic idea is that predictor-criterion validities are maximized (a) when there is a match between predictor breadth and criterion breadth, and (b) when the mapping between predictors and criteria is direct. Generally speaking, when broad criteria are to be predicted, Brunswik Symmetry dictates that the best set of predictors will also be broad; when narrow criteria are to be predicted, narrow predictors have the potential for maximum validity. And, the mapping must be direct—such that the wrong narrow predictors may yield very low or zero validity for narrow criteria. In the context of individual differences in learning, the principle of Brunswik Symmetry would imply that one will not likely find large correlations between broad ability measures (such as IQ) and narrow learning tasks, such as those examined in laboratory studies. Instead, the prediction of individual differences in learning for narrow tasks requires a much more nuanced task analysis to determine which abilities (if any) are requisite for learning and for performance after practice or instruction. In contrast, when broad learning indicators serve as the criteria (e.g., grade point average), broad predictors such as IQ will represent an optimal match, in terms of Brunswik Symmetry, and in turn will evidence high validity coefficients. The implications of these considerations are that investigators seeking to establish the general proposition that intelligence is the ability to learn must limit their
Abilities and Domain Learning

Although school serves many different purposes (e.g., see Alexander & Murphy, 1999), two major goals of educational programs are to impart general skills for problem solving and to impart domain knowledge to students. Partly because of explicit overlap between test content and criterion task content, there is relatively little controversy regarding strong relationships between intellectual abilities (such as reasoning and problem solving) and educational criteria in the areas of critical thinking (e.g., see Herrnstein, Nickerson, de Sánchez, & Swets, 1986). What is less clear is the relationship between abilities and the acquisition of domain knowledge: The main reason for this shortcoming is that traditional intellectual ability theory has focused on either general abilities or broad content abilities that are less associated with domain knowledge.

There have, of course, been exceptions to this pattern of investigations (e.g., see Vernon, 1950). In recent years, however, some researchers have turned from a focus on process and critical thinking to a focus on knowledge and the attainment of expertise (e.g., Stanovich & West, 1989). Theories proposed in this domain cover a wide range of approaches, from those that are mainly concerned with how prior knowledge and interests affect domain learning (e.g., see Alexander, Kulikowich, & Schulte, 1994a) to theories that propose that individual differences in abilities are largely irrelevant to the acquisition of expertise (e.g., Chi, Glaser, & Rees, 1982; Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 1995).

In contrast, other theories such as the one proposed by Ackerman (1996c) suggest an important role of individual differences in intellectual abilities in determining the direction and level of cognitive investment in the acquisition of domain knowledge. Ackerman’s theoretical framework, called PPIK, for intelligence-as-Process, Personality, Interests, and intelligence-as-Knowledge, builds on the investment hypothesis of Cattell (1971/1987), but represents both a refinement and a simplification of Cattell’s unified perspective. The PPIK approach takes Cattell’s notion that fluid intellectual abilities (Gf) (especially those of basic processes, such as memory and abstract reasoning) are generally causally antecedent to the development of crystallized intellectual abilities (Gc).

The PPIK approach indicates that the direction and level of cognitive effort devoted to acquisition of domain knowledge are influenced by a relatively small set of trait complexes (that involve personality traits, interests, and domain self-concept). The trait complexes are generally or specifically facilitating (e.g., science/math and intellectual/cultural trait complexes) of domain knowledge acquisition, or are generally or specifically impeding of domain knowledge acquisition (e.g., clerical/conventional and social trait complexes). In this framework, both Gf and Gc are important determinants of individual differences in domain knowledge. Individual differences in Gf directly influence domain knowledge in mathematics and physical sciences, and Gc directly influences knowledge in most domains, but Gf only indirectly influences knowledge in these other domains through its influence on Gc. Consistent with Cattell’s (1971) investment hypothesis, the PPIK approach is developmental, in that knowledge is acquired throughout the life span. In contrast to Cattell’s investment hypothesis, and in contrast to traditional approaches to intellectual abilities, the PPIK theory specifically addresses individual differences in knowledge that is not “common” to the wider culture. (Note that in CHC theory, this knowledge would help define the Gkn factor, not the Gc factor. See Table 7.1). That is, the PPIK approach attempts to bridge Binet’s approach to intelligence assessment (which attempts to focus only on processes and knowledge that are common to the dominant culture) with a perspective that gives individuals credit for knowledge that may be relatively uncommon or specific to a particular area of study or interest (e.g., current events, arts, technology, social sciences, and so on; see Ackerman, 2000a; Ackerman & Rolbus, 1999; Reier & Ackerman, 2001, 2005). This focus on an expanded consideration of domain knowledge is especially important when one cannot expect a common school curriculum or occupational and avocational experiences, such as occurs in the study of late adolescence through adulthood. From this life-span perspective, investigations of Gf, Gc, and domain knowledge have shown that although middle-aged adults have lower Gf scores, on average, when compared to younger adults, they have higher Gc scores (as expected), but also on average, have much higher levels of domain knowledge in nearly all domains assessed to date (except for knowledge in math and physical sciences, two broad domains that are most highly associated with Gf abilities; Ackerman, 2000a).

With the notable exception of advanced placement tests (see e.g., Ackerman & Rolbus, 1999) and the subject tests of the GRE, most standardized measures of educational achievement contain relatively few items that directly sample examinees’ store of declarative knowledge—at the level of either general concepts or more specific facts. For example, what students may know about the periodic table or the function on the respiratory system has, at best, an indirect impact on most measures of scientific achievement. In part, this is an
### TABLE 7.1. Broad (Stratum II) and Narrow (Stratum I) Cattell–Horn–Carroll (CHC) Ability Definitions (After McGrew & Evans, 1994)

**Fluid Reasoning (Gf):** The use of deliberate and controlled mental operations to solve novel problems
- General Sequential (deductive) Reasoning (RG)
- Induction (I)
- Quantitative Reasoning (RQ)
- Piagetian Reasoning (RP)
- Speed of Reasoning (RE)

**Crystallized Knowledge (Gc):** Verbal declarative and procedural knowledge acquired during formal schooling and general life
- Language Development (LD)
- Lexical Knowledge (VL)
- Listening Ability (LS)
- General (verbal) Information (KO)
- Information about Culture (K2)
- Communication Ability (CM)
- Oral Production and Fluency (OP)
- Grammatical Sensitivity (MY)
- Foreign Language Proficiency (KL)
- Foreign Language Aptitude (LA)

**General (domain-specific) Knowledge (Gds):** Breadth and depth of acquired knowledge in specialized domains
- Knowledge of English as a Second Language (KE)
- Knowledge of Signing (KF)
- Skill in Lip-reading (LP)
- Geography Achievement (A5)
- General Science Information (K1)
- Mechanical Knowledge (MK)
- Knowledge of Behavioral Content (BC)

**Visual-Spatial Abilities (Gv):** The ability to generate, retain, retrieve, and transform well-structured visual images
- Visualization (Vz)
- Spatial Relations (SR)
- Spatial Memory (SM)
- Spatial Scanning (SS)
- Closure Speed (CS)
- Flexibility of Closure (CF)
- Visual Memory (MV)
- Spatial Scanning (SS)
- Serial Perceptual Integration (PI)
- Length Estimation (LE)
- Spatial Relations (SR)

**Auditory Processing (Ga):** Abilities involved in discriminating patterns in sounds and musical structure
- Phonetic Coding (PC)
- Phonological Coding (PC)
- Resistance to Auditory Stimulus Distortion (UR)
- Memory for Sound Patterns (MP)
- General Sound Discrimination (GS)
- Temporal Tracking (TT)
- Auditory Discrimination and Judgment (ADJ)
- Auditory Discrimination (AD)
- Sound-Intensity/Duration Discrimination (SR)
- Sound-Frequency Discrimination (SF)
- Hearing and Speech Threshold (STH)
- Absolute Pitch (AP)
- Absolute Timing (AT)

**Short-term Memory (Gsm):** Ability to apprehend and maintain awareness of information in the immediate situation
- Memory Span (MS)
- Working Memory (WM)
- Long-term Storage and Retrieval (Gsr): The ability to store and consolidate new information in long-term memory and later fluently retrieve that information
- Associative Memory (AM)
- Meaningful Memory (MM)
- Free Recall Memory (FR)
- Conceptual Fluency (CF)
- Associational Fluency (AF)
- Expressional Fluency (EF)
- Naming Facility (NF)
- Word Fluency (WF)
- Figural Fluency (FF)
- Figural Flexibility (FF)
- Sensitivity to Problems (SP)
- Originality-Creativity (OC)

**Learning Abilities (GL):** Cognitive Processing Speed (Go): The ability to perform relatively easy or over-learned cognitive tasks, especially when high mental efficiency is acquired
- Perceptual Speed (PS)
- Rate-of-Test-Taking (R9)
- Number Facility (NF)
- Speed of Reasoning (RE)
- Writing Speed (fluency) (WS)

**Decision/Reaction Time or Speed (Gt):** The ability to react and/or make decisions quickly in response to simple stimuli
- Simple Reaction Time (RT)
- Decision Reaction Time (RT)
- Semantic Processing Speed (PP)
- Mental Comparison Speed (MC)
- Inspection Time (IT)
- Psychomotor Speed (PS): The ability to rapidly and fluently perform body motor movements independent of cognitive control
- Speed of Limb Movement (LM)
- Writing Speed (fluency) (WS)
- Speed of Articulation (PA)

**Psychomotor Speed (Gps):** The ability to rapidly and fluently perform body motor movements independent of cognitive control
- Speed of Limb Movement (LM)
- Writing Speed (fluency) (WS)
- Speed of Articulation (PA)
- Movement Time (MT)

**Quantitative Knowledge (Gq):** Wealth of acquired store of declarative and procedural quantitative knowledge (not reasoning with this knowledge)
- Mathematical Knowledge (KM)
- Mathematical Achievement (MA)
- Reading/Writing (Grw): Declarative and procedural reading and writing skills and knowledge
- Reading Decoding (RD)
- Reading Comprehension (RC)
- Verbal (printed) Language Comprehension (V)
- Cloze (printed) Language Comprehension (CZ)
- Spelling Ability (SA)
- Writing Ability (WA)
- English Usage Knowledge (EU)
- Reading Speed (fluency) (RS)
- Writing Speed (fluency) (WS)
ongoing reaction of educators to methods of instruction that emphasize the acquisition of low-level factual knowledge at the expense of more general problem-solving and thinking skills. It also reflects the lack of a common curriculum in American education. Test developers are reluctant to ask questions about the concepts that many students have not encountered in their studies. However, one of the most salient features of expertise is the attainment of vast, well-organized systems of conceptual and factual knowledge in particular domains (Glaser, 1992). Failure to assess student’s progress in attaining such organized knowledge bases not only results in underrepresentation of vast, well-organized systems of conceptual and factual knowledge in particular domains (Glaser, 1992).

Individual differences in immediate memory (later called short-term memory) were first investigated by Jacobs (1887), who observed that older children performed better than younger children when asked to repeat back sequences of numbers read aloud. Binet later investigated immediate memory for sentences and for unrelated words, and found similar results. Terman's (1916) introduction of the Stanford-Binet scales included both number span and sentence span tests. Terman also included a backward digit-span test, which requires examinees to repeat back the number sequence in the reverse order of presentation, which Terman claimed makes “a much heavier demand on attention” (p. 208) than the forward digit span test. Current omnibus intelligence tests, such as more recent versions of the Stanford-Binet and the Wechsler tests, have continued to incorporate span memory tests as an essential part of the overall evaluation of intellectual ability.

In the most comprehensive review of the correlational literature conducted to date, Carroll (1993) identified five immediate memory factors, namely: Memory Span, Associative Memory, Free Recall Memory, Meaningful Memory (or Memory for ideas), and Visual Memory, along with one higher-order memory factor that was composed of these five lower-order group factors (see Table 7.1).

Theory and empirical research in experimental psychology have converged on a representation of immediate memory that has the characteristics of a central executive (e.g., Norman & Shallice, 1986), and two slave systems that represent a phonological loop (for “speech-based information”) and a visuo-spatial sketch pad, which “is responsible for setting up and manipulating visual images” (Baddeley, 1998, p. 52). The initial attempt to bridge the construct of working memory to individual differences measures was presented by Daneman and Carpenter (1980), where they reported high correlations between WM and a measure of reading comprehension. Subsequent investigations (e.g., see Baddeley, 1986, and Daneman & Merikle, 1996) have supported a conclusion that there are indeed significant correlations between WM measures and reading comprehension, but not quite a large as initially suggested by Daneman and Carpenter.

An investigation by Ryden and Christal (1990) suggested a much more central role for WM ability in the larger context of intelligence. In a series of experiments, these authors suggested that reasoning ability is little more than working memory capacity, based on high correlations between latent variables of WM and a general reasoning ability. Subsequent investigators (e.g., Conway, Kane, & Engle, 1999) have taken an even more extreme view, namely that WM is “closely associated with general fluid intelligence” and “maybe isomorphic to, general intelligence and executive function” (Engle, 2002, p. 208).
Currently not known. A concomitant correlate of reading comprehension is understanding the domain of inquiry appears to be the narrower, but still critically important area of individual differences in working memory capacities. The most promising domain of inquiry appears to be the narrower, but still critically important area of individual differences in working memory capacities (e.g., the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad) represent differentiable abilities (e.g., Shah & Miyake, 1996). Other investigations have attempted to map out the developmental course of WM capacity during childhood and adolescence (Fry & Hale, 1996) and in the course of adult aging (e.g., Phillips & Hamilton, 2001). Still other investigations have attempted to separate the executive or attentional aspects of individual differences in WM from the processing and storage components of WM (e.g., Ackerman, 2004).

Beyond the issue of shared variance between WM and intelligence are other important concerns that might have relevance for understanding the components of intellectual abilities. Several investigations have been conducted that attempt to determine whether components of working memory (e.g., the phonological loop and the visuo-spatial sketchpad) represent differentiable abilities (e.g., Shah & Miyake, 1996). Other investigations have attempted to map out the developmental course of WM capacity during childhood and adolescence (Fry & Hale, 1996) and in the course of adult aging (e.g., Phillips & Hamilton, 2001). Still other investigations have attempted to separate the executive or attentional aspects of individual differences in WM from the processing and storage components of WM (for a review, see Oberauer, in press).

To date, there are too few comprehensive data and too much controversy to allow us to draw substantive conclusions from this line of investigation. The most promising domain of inquiry appears to be the narrower, but still critically important area of individual differences in reading comprehension. It may very well be that the key role played by WM abilities, beyond what can be assessed by extant measures of span memory and general intellectual abilities, lies in the specific relations between the attentional, storage, and processing aspects of WM and the underlying determinants of individual differences in reading comprehension. An answer to the question of whether individual differences in WM are a cause, consequence, or concomitant correlate of reading comprehension is currently not known.

Regardless of the outcome of these investigations, individual differences in working or short-term memory capacity will surely continue to be a fruitful area of investigation for educational researchers. Students commonly fail to learn because task demands exceed the span of information that they can maintain in an active state in working memory. For example, it is difficult to infer relationships between ideas unless both can be held in attention simultaneously. One of the most effective ways to improve performance of students who cannot do this, then, is to reduce the information processing or storage requirements of tasks, by automating components of problem-solving skills, by redesigning the tasks, or by altering instruction to offload non critical, attention-demanding processes (Merrienboer, Kirschner, & Kester, 2003). For example, even adults find it difficult to learn complex skills if they must monitor their own behavior (Kanfer & Ackerman, 1989). Learning is more efficient if the monitoring function is offloaded (to another learner, a coach, or the computer) until the student has reduced the attentional demands of task performance through practice. Indeed, probably the most well documented way to improve the performance of less able, younger, or novice learners is to reduce the information processing burdens of the task (Snow, 1978). Unfortunately, this is often done by offloading problem-solving or reasoning rather than ancillary task demands. Temporary improvements in performance thus come at the expense of the development of higher-level thinking skills, thereby not developing the more critical aptitudes for academic learning (Martinez, 2000; Snow, 1996).

Stereotype Threat and Group Differences in Intellectual Abilities

In 1995 Steele and Aronson (1995) introduced the concept of stereotype threat (“being at risk of confirming, as self-characteristic, a negative stereotype about one’s group,” p. 797) into the broader discussion of intellectual test performance. Specifically, these authors claimed that when African-American students at Stanford University were told that a test they were about to take was diagnostic of their reading and verbal reasoning abilities, they performed comparatively worse than White students in the same conditions. Steele and Aronson (1995) suggested that activating a negative stereotype (in this case, that African-Americans perform worse on intelligence-like tests) caused an inefficiency of processing that would lead to depressed performance scores. Although the results of their initial studies were weak (of the two reported studies, only one reached statistical significance), some distance from the original research has increased...
the magnitude of the reported effect. For example, the nonsignificant result ("p < .19") in Steele and Aronson (1995) was reported to be "strong evidence of stereotype threat; Black participants greatly underperformed White participants in the diagnostic condition but equaled them in the non diagnostic condition." (Steele, 1997, p. 620.) Steele also expanded the construct to other identifiable groups that have negative stereotypes (e.g., women and math performance). Other investigators have further expanded the construct to include a wide variety of other negative stereotypes that could presumably affect intellectual ability performance (e.g., Hispanics, low-income people [Good, Aronson, & Inzlicht, 2003], and even psychology students, in the context of a proofreading task [Seibt & Förster, 2004]). To date, there have been several empirical research studies that have purported to replicate the Steele and Aronson (1995) studies or expand the framework for stereotype threat. However, there have also been several studies that have purported to show that the results of Steele and Aronson (1995) cannot be replicated (e.g., see Cullen, Hardison, & Sackett, 2004), and there have been several articles that have outlined several methodological and statistical objections that potentially threaten the validity of the results that show negative effects of stereotype threat (e.g., Sackett, Hardison, & Cullen, 2004). It is not our aim to provide a complete review of this literature here, but there are two important issues regarding stereotype threat and intellectual abilities that merit discussion. The first issue concerns the conditions of intellectual ability testing, and the second issue is the potential of stereotype threat for understanding test scores on some intellectual ability tests. On the one hand, it seems to have been reasonably well researched in the 1920s and 1930s (e.g., see Canady, 1936; Klineberg, 1928). Far from being something new and interesting, the idea that the motivation and attitude of the examinee might adversely affect intelligence test scores is as old as the Binet–Simon scales (e.g., Binet & Simon 1905; Rothney, 1937; Sears, 1943; see also Ackerman, 1996, for a more recent discussion of Binet's instructions on the conditions of intelligence testing). As noted by many researchers over the years, what the examinee (or research participant) brings with him or her to the test can be an important determinant of test performance. Experimental research has long pointed to stressors, such as the physical environment (e.g., noise, heat/cold, vibration) as having relatively generic effects on performance—namely marked impairment of cognitive processes for tasks that are demanding or novel, and relatively little impairment for well-practiced skills (e.g., see Hancock, 1986). There is also a substantial list of psychological stressors that have been identified as having potential for impairing cognitive performance. These include general anxiety, performance evaluation apprehension, interpersonal competition, and so on. Other factors also enter into possible mediators of cognitive performance, and some have been shown to have interactive effects, such as time-of-day of testing, personality traits such as introversion/extroversion and impulsivity, and even caffeine intake (e.g., see Revelle, Humphreys, Simon, & Gilliland, 1980). Many cognitive and intellectual abilities tests are especially susceptible to these influences, because they are designed to elicit the "maximal" performance of the examinees—that is, the level of performance attained by an individual who is completely focused and optimally attentive to the task, and because such tasks have been further designed to eliminate as far as possible, any transfer of skills from outside the testing situation (Ackerman, 1994; Cronbach, 1949). However, there are other tests that are designed to measure knowledge and skills that have been developed outside of the testing situation (e.g., some crystallized intelligence measures, such as vocabulary, general information, and domain knowledge) that should be much less susceptible to these various stressor effects because they are less dependent on limited attentional resources in the testing situation. To date, there has been virtually no research that has established whether or not the effects of stereotype threat interventions are moderated by the type of tests, but in order to understand the underlying mechanisms of such phenomena, such research is needed. Ultimately, though, it is most certainly true that at the individual and group levels, some conditions of testing are likely to be more or less facilitating or impeding of performance on some intellectual ability tests. On the one hand,
the fact that there may be interactions between these conditions of testing and group differences suggests perhaps that greater care must be taken to optimize the conditions for each group in order to maximize overall scores. On the other hand, it must be kept in mind that the primary goal of testing in admissions and employment contexts is to measure individual differences in knowledge, skills, and other characteristics required for success in school or the workplace. Equalizing the scores of identifiable groups on test scores is defensible only if these interventions also raise (or at least do not reduce) the overall test validity. For example, using nonstandard testing procedures that raise the scores of an identifiable group of examinees but do not simultaneously raise the scores on the criterion variable (such as grade point average) will not yield a psychometrically useful result. On the other hand, identification of factors that systematically moderate test–criterion relationships suggests ways in which the criteria situation might be modified better to accommodate the needs of different individuals. For example, a high correlation between spatial ability and performance in mathematics in a particular institution may reflect a general fact of nature. More likely, it reflects something about the way in which mathematics is taught at that institution.

In the final analysis, what is perhaps most surprising about the recent studies on stereotype threat is how small the effects are, in the larger context of other conditions that can depress intelligence test performance. Although there have been no studies of omnibus intelligence testing under stereotype threat, the current evidence suggests that the relatively weak results demonstrated so far would result in only a few points in overall IQ test performance under stereotype threat, at least in the laboratory and field contexts in which it has been investigated.

Gender Differences

The study of gender differences in cognitive/intellectual functioning has been a recurring theme in the past 90 or so years. The issue was first raised by Yerkes, Bridges, & Hardwick (1915), in their development of a “point scale” for measuring intelligence of children and adolescents. In their norming sample, they noticed that at some ages, girls tended to have higher average raw scores, while at other ages, boys had higher average scores. The differences in overall scores were small, but these authors concluded that separate intelligence norms should be used for girls and boys, such that each individual could be evaluated with respect to his or her own gender reference group. Terman (1916) in his development of the Stanford-Binet intelligence test also noted small gender differences, on the order of 2 or 3 points. For his test, girls tended to perform slightly better, on average, than boys up to age 13, after which boys tended to perform slightly better, on average, than girls. Terman’s approach to gender differences was, however, entirely different from that adopted by Yerkes et al. That is, Terman created a single scale, which was used for both boys and girls. In later revisions of the Stanford-Binet (e.g., Terman & Merrill, 1937), the authors describe how they explicitly removed items from the test that showed large mean gender differences, in order to yield a result of no overall gender differences in intelligence test scores.

Because the specific selection of individual items and scales for an omnibus intelligence (IQ) test, such as the Stanford-Binet or the Wechsler, is somewhat arbitrary (as long as the items meet the basic properties of criterion-related validity and construct validity), few objections have been raised over the ensuing decades that the IQ test is essentially unfair to boys or girls. Whether there is a basis for arriving at a different conclusion about equivalent scores for the genders lies beyond the scope of this chapter and most likely falls into the political or public policy domain. On the one hand, Terman’s decision to “make” the genders equivalent on IQ renders impossible any substantive discussion of overall intelligence differences between genders. On the other hand, when abilities that are lower in the hierarchy than general intelligence are considered, there is ample evidence for gender differences. It is these differences that we turn to for further treatment. A comprehensive review of the literature on gender differences in intellectual abilities lies beyond the scope of this chapter. Interested readers should consult some of the more extensive treatments of this research domain (e.g., Halpern, 2000; Linn & Peterson, 1986; W. Willingham & Cole, 1997).

Verbal, Spatial, and Math Content Abilities. Although hundreds of studies of gender differences in abilities have been reported in the literature, the most thoroughly researched areas of inquiry have generally proceeded along the lines of different test content, in contrast to the underlying processes of cognitive functions. The consensus opinions of researchers in the field are that, on average, girls tend to perform better than boys on a wide range of verbal tasks including fluency, reading comprehension, and vocabulary (e.g., see Halpern, 2000; Hyde & Linn, 1988). At the individual test level, the gender differences are typically small to nonexistent for reading comprehension, vocabulary, and verbal reasoning tests; intermediate for tests of grammar, syntax, or style; and largest for verbal fluency, clerical speed, and spelling tests.
in magnitude somewhat over the past few decades (e.g., see Feingold, 1988), there is little consensus that these differences have entirely disappeared or are likely to disappear in the near future. Further, because the interindividual differences in all of these abilities within gender groups are much larger in magnitude than the between-group differences, generalizations from group means to individual scores are not warranted. In addition, there is a well-established documentation of a divergence between gender differences in ability test scores and gender differences in academic grades, such that women tend to obtain higher grades, on average, than boys do, even when boys tend to do better on ability tests (e.g., see Willingham & Cole, 1997). Recent decisions to include measures of writing abilities on college entrance tests may alter this state of affairs, however. Girls typically outperform boys on measures of writing abilities, and so they may outperform boys both on grades and on the verbal and writing portions of the entrance tests. Nonetheless, the larger differences between gender groups on spatial abilities, some math abilities, and writing abilities have implications for selection into courses of study at the postsecondary level, especially in the physical sciences and engineering domains (Shea et al., 2001). Further, as noted by Stanley and Benbow (1982), small group differences at the mean, can result in substantial differences in the ratios of the respective group representation at the tails of the distribution of abilities.

Like all abilities, spatial abilities are amenable to training and practice. Certainly performance on particular spatial tasks can be improved substantially (e.g., Lohman, 1988; Lohman & Nichols, 1990). The extent to which improvements after small amounts of practice transfer to other spatial tasks is less clear. To the degree that training on spatial abilities may reduce the overall magnitude of individual differences, such interventions might have the effect of also reducing gender group differences. Thus, it might be possible that targeted instructional programs may ameliorate or at least diminish gender differences in spatial abilities that are critical to academic success in physical sciences and engineering. The alternative, of course, is to modify instruction in such disciplines to reduce at least some of the demands on spatial abilities.

Finally, simultaneous consideration of trait clusters or complexes often gives much more information than the examination of traits in isolation. In the case of gender differences, it is the profile of analog spatial versus sequential verbal abilities that shows the greatest relationship with both physiological variables—such as hormone levels (Bock, 1975; Nyborg, 1983)—and personal-ity variables (Beling & Boardman, 1983). Explorations of relationships between abilities and learning styles seem
more fruitful when studies attend to the spatial-sequential profile rather than to each variable separately, especially when the “verbal” domain is represented by spelling or verbal fluency rather than a more general verbal skill.

**AGE DIFFERENCES**

With about 25% of all students enrolled in postsecondary education in the United States over the age of 50 (Chronicle of Higher Education Almanac, 2004), and the proposition expected to rise in the foreseeable future, considerations of adult aging and intelligence have become more important concerns for educators than perhaps they were in the past. First, we provide a brief review of the general patterns of aging and abilities, followed by a review of the relations between abilities and learning in the context of aging. We conclude this section with a discussion of some key implications of aging, abilities, and education.

Aging and Intellectual Abilities

Cross-sectional studies generally show that intellectual abilities peak around the ages of 18–25. Cohort analyses typically reveal higher scores for each succeeding generation. Coupled with longitudinal data that reveal some what later peaks (in the late 20s), the general sense of adult intelligence is that declines in abilities can be expected as early as the 30s, though large differences in intelligence are not usually found until the 40s and later. Examination of general intelligence scores addresses only one salient aspect of the effects of aging on abilities. Different abilities have different patterns of growth, stability, and decline as adults enter middle age and beyond (e.g., see Schae, 1970, 1996). From a content ability perspective, math and spatial abilities show peak levels at the youngest ages, followed by substantial declines in the 30s and 40s. Abstract reasoning and immediate memory (short-term memory and working memory) also show similar early peak performance, followed by substantial declines with increasing age. In contrast, verbal abilities tend to show a pattern of growth throughout early and middle adulthood, followed by stability well into middle age. Marked declines in verbal abilities are often not seen until age 60 or later.

The pattern of adult ability changes with age tends to be consistent with theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence outlined by Catell (1945). That is, fluid intellectual abilities (e.g., abstract reasoning, immediate memory) tend to peak in early adulthood, followed by declines into middle and late adulthood. In contrast, crystallized abilities such as vocabulary and verbal comprehension, which are most highly associated with educational and experiential influences, show growth and stability well into the middle-adult years. The declines in fluid abilities with increasing age are typically larger than the increases in crystallized abilities, so that the overall pattern (as noted earlier) is for an overall decline in composites of general intelligence that give equal weight to the two types of abilities.

There are two important points that need to be made about this pattern of ability changes with age: First, as far as educational applications are concerned, there is no inherent reason why there should be an equal weighting of fluid and crystallized abilities. For domains such as physical science and mathematics, fluid intellectual abilities are more predictive of educational outcomes than crystallized abilities, especially for young children or novices of any age. For a wide range of other educational domains, crystallized abilities are more predictive of educational outcomes (Note that in all domains, prior knowledge and skill in the domain are generally the best predictors of future success, especially when the demands of future learning are similar to those of learning to date). Interestingly, adults have a relatively good sense of their own abilities, and of the nature of changes in fluid and crystallized kinds of abilities with increasing age (e.g., see Ackerman et al., 2002). Colleges and universities that offer programs of study specifically aimed at older, nontraditional students tend to match the content of course offerings to these changes in abilities (e.g., see Ackerman, 2000a). That is, the postsecondary courses most frequently available to older adults (in terms of night and weekend courses) are in the domains of the humanities, social sciences, and business; the courses least frequently offered are in the physical sciences and mathematics, especially at advanced levels of study.

The second point regarding age changes in fluid and crystallized abilities with age is that there are substantial interindividual differences in intraindividual change with age. That is, the average trends of growth, stability, and decline are relatively stable, but many individuals may have earlier or later peaks of ability than others, and more or less substantial declines in the various abilities with age. Prediction of these different aging patterns is a topic of keen interest in the field of life-span developmental psychology; but at present there are few, if any, diagnostic indicators for such differences (see Li et al., 2004). The age-related changes in intellectual abilities raise important concerns for both selection programs and the design of instructional methods, especially in postsecondary education. Traditional selection programs that depend on omnibus tests (such as the SAT and GRE) have good validities for prediction of academic performance, especially for the first semester or year of college/university or...
However, Schaie and Willis also suggest that educators should be slower for older adults than for young adults. This is in agreement with the conclusions of Lorge and Kushner, in that the pace of instruction and implications for education, agree with the conclusions of Kasworm (1990) of adult under-graduates reveals just how sparse the literature is on these issues. Kasworm identified only 11 studies in this domain, and no definitive results, though several studies suggested that older adults perform at a level comparable to younger adults. Most likely, the nature of the outcome measure moderates the type of relationship observed. Adults typ-ically perform better on essay tests and other tasks that allow them to show how well they have integrated new concepts into existing conceptual networks.

When one considers both the direction of educational interests of middle-aged and older adults (e.g., towards do-mains that depend more on crystallized intellectual abili-ties and less on fluid intellectual abilities) and the pattern of intellectual ability changes with age, it may very well be that middle-aged adults can be expected to perform at a higher level than younger adults in the programs where both are likely to be found. Selection procedures that more specifically match the ability demands of the educa-tional program to the tests used for selection might find that higher weights for crystallized abilities might be in order in some domains. Under this scenario, middle-aged adults may find that they are much more competitive for admission to a professional program to the tests used for selection might find that higher weights for crystallized abilities might be in order in some domains. Under this scenario, middle-aged adults may find that they are much more competitive for admission to a professional program that attempts to remediate or ameliorate such declines (e.g., in terms of providing refresher courses on math and spatial tasks, or in terms of providing explicit training on memory improvement methods). In the latter case, build-ing to strengths means that the instructional design could be tailored to that which the middle-aged or older adults bring to the learning situation that are not as well devel-oped in young adults. Given the pattern of crystalized ability increases with age, one possibility is to structure instruction so that there is a greater dependence on trans-fer of knowledge, or to depend more on verbal strategies for problem solving than for nonverbal reasoning. In ad-dition, Schae and Willis (1978) suggest taking account of different learning strategies that appear to be better developed in older adults than younger adults (such as self-study as opposed to classroom learning), as a means toward further facilitating educational achievement.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

After 100 years of research in the field of human intel-ligence, and nearly 100 years of practical assessment of human intelligence in education, much is known about the structure and functions of abilities. Developments in the past decade fall into four different categories: (1) new theories that are largely reintroductions of previously in-vestigated constructs; (2) relatively modest increments in knowledge about key abilities (what Kuhn, 1970, de-scribed as “normal science”); (3) revolutionary theoret-ical proposals with little or no empirical support; and (4) shifts of focus in the field, partly in reaction to the changing face of higher education. Although the study of aging and intelligence in adults is a domain that has had substantial research over the past 80 years, we be-lieve that the last category of developments, in terms of application of intelligence theory to adult education, in terms of aging and individual differences in domain knowledge, represents an important new area that will provide both opportunities and challenges for research and practice. Because much of what has been learned in the field depends on long-term or longitudinal re-search studies, this kind of research has been difficult and expensive to conduct (e.g., see Learned & Wood, 1938). Researchers have also been slow to recognize the importance of building (or using) tests that have score scales that better support interpretations of longitudinal changes than can be squeezed out of raw scores (see, e.g.,
Embretson & Hershberger, 1999; Kolen & Brennan, 2004). The paucity of longitudinal studies in the literature suggests that there are great opportunities for researchers in the future to make marked contributions to the field. We hope that, by the time the next review of the field is conducted, there will be much more to say about the interactions between intellectual abilities, other constructs, and the nature of adult intellectual development.

We also believe that intuitive theories about ability mislead not only those unfamiliar with research on abilities but, in a subtler way, the rest of us as well. Probably the most common naive theories about ability are that (a) intelligence is unidimensional, not multidimensional, and (b) a good ability test would reveal the examinee’s innate potential or capacity on this dimension. By definition, innate capacity is independent of education, culture, motivation, and other contaminants. These beliefs may explain for the recurring appeal to the educators of figural reasoning tests that purport to be culture-fair measures of intelligence (e.g., Naglieri, 1997). But professionals are misled as well. If given a choice, most would choose a measure of Gf over a measure of Gc or Gkn as the better test of intelligence, even for adults. The fact that Gc and Gkn tests sample what people know and can do are generally much better indicators of readiness for learning or performance in that domain than a measure of Gf is easily overlooked because the Gf tests (especially figural reasoning tests) appear to measure something untouched by education, culture, and the like. However, Gf-like measures are most relevant when one knows nothing about the domain (or when prediction is over much longer intervals; see Horn & Knoll, 1997). Thereafter, what one knows and can do in the domain becomes measures of functional intelligence in the domain. These measures of acquired knowledge and skill reflect the product not only of past investments of Gf and other abilities, but also of interest, motivation, and other affective and conative variables. In such cases, Gf is more a measure of historical intelligence than of functional intelligence. It is no more the real intelligence than one’s childhood home is one’s current abode (except, of course, for those who never went anywhere).

Those anxious to embrace a multidimensional view of educational outcomes might attend more to the measure of Gkn—that is, the development of organized systems of conceptual and factual knowledge in domains—than to continued refinements of general measures of Gc and Gw abilities. We also believe that Gkn measures would be more sensitive to instructional interventions than tests that depend on more general thinking and problem-solving skills that define Gf. Indeed, although most educators are quite sensitive about to the extent to which intelligence and other ability tests measure the direct products of schooling, few seem to care that items on many achievement tests are really better measures of general reasoning abilities (or, in the case of performance assessments, the ability to follow directions) than of achievement in the domain itself.

Lastly, abilities are, as Snow and Yalon (1982) noted, education’s most important product as well as its most important raw material. Abilities are thus best viewed as both inputs and outcomes of good education. As inputs, they not only predict but moderate the success different learners experience in different instructional environments (Corno et al., 2002). As outcomes, they increase students’ readiness for new learning in yet-to-be-experienced environments. More than any other construct, ability is at the heart of education. We hope that it will also continue to occupy a central role in educational psychology.
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